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Writing for the Web: Creating Compelling Web Content Using Words, Pictures, and SoundNew Riders Publishing, 2011

	With Writing for the Web, you’ll learn everything you need to know to create effective Web content using words, pictures, and sound. Follow along as instructor and writer Lynda Felder combines easy-to-follow guidelines with photographs, lists, and tables to illustrate the key concepts behind writing nonlinear, interactive...
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Digital Painting in PhotoshopFocal Press, 2009
In this inspiring book, acclaimed artist, author and lecturer Susan Ruddick Bloom shows you how to use Photoshop to turn your photographs into works of art. 

Have you ever considered using Photoshop to create fine art?

Photoshop is usually used for enhancing photos, but this extremely powerful software package is capable of so...
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Understanding and Using Advanced Statistics: A Practical Guide for StudentsSage Publications, 2006
Foster and colleagues provide basic understanding and knowledge of some statistical procedures being increasingly used in numerous diverse real-life situations; this volume particularly addresses problems in the social sciences...This is an interesting book with complex statistical procedures in a simple, easy-to-understand style. It should appeal...
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MariaDB CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical cookbook, filled with advanced recipes , and plenty of code and commands used for illustration,which will make your learning curve easy and quick.

	

	This book is for anyone who wants to learn more about databases in general or MariaDB in particular. Some familiarity with SQL databases is assumed, but the recipes are...
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The Non-Designer's Illustrator BookPeachpit Press, 2011


	Creating professional illustration is within your grasp, whether

	that is a goal in your life or not. By the time you finish this book,

	you’ll realize how remarkably easy it is to create professional-level

	art and design with Adobe Illustrator.





	However, Illustrator is not just for professional artists, but...
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Introduction to Thermo-Fluids Systems DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A fully comprehensive guide to thermal systems design covering fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, heat transfer and thermodynamic power cycles


	Bridging the gap between the fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics, and the practical design of thermo-fluids components and systems, this...
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The History of Mathematical Tables: From Sumer to SpreadsheetsOxford University Press, 2003
The book itself is the fruit of a very good idea of the British Society for the History of Mathematics, which was to have a conference and then a book on the theme of mathematical tables, and the editors are to be congratulated on a handsome volume on the social history of mathematics. Notes and Records of The Royal Society     

...
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100% Photoshop: Create stunning artwork without using any photographsFocal Press, 2010

	Photoshop is the world’s best-known, best-loved and just downright best photographic
	manipulation application. It’s used by retouchers, fine artists, graphic designers,
	photographers, and everyone who works with images in any form.


	But there’s another side to Photoshop. In my work as an illustrator for...
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Cut and Fold Techniques for Pop-Up DesignsLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	Introducing techniques for making pop-ups from one sheet of card, the third title in this series on paper engineering takes folding techniques into the third dimension.

	

	Each chapter introduces a new technical idea and show how that technique can be adapted in many different ways, or combined with techniques from earlier...
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Encyclopedia of ProphecyABC Clio, 2001
Worldwide in scope and dating from biblical times, though its thrust is by no means exclusively religious, this encyclopedia ranges widely in its A-to-Z listing of entries. Among them are "apocalypse," "Edgar Cayce," "end of the world," "Napoleon," "premonitions," "sphinx," and...
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Decision Making in Natural Resource Management: A Structured, Adaptive ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book is intended for use by natural resource managers and scientists, and students in the fields of natural resource management, ecology, and conservation biology, who are confronted with complex and difficult decision making problems. The book takes readers through the process of developing a structured approach to decision making, by...
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Show Me Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003Que, 2003
This book provides concise step-by-step instructions that show you "how" to accomplish a task. Each set of instructions include illustrations that directly correspond to the easy-to-read steps. Also included in the text are timesavers, tables, and sidebars to help you work more efficiently or to teach you more in-depth information. A...
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